Anti-nociception mediated by a κ opioid receptor agonist is blocked by a δ receptor agonist
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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
The opioid receptor family comprises four structurally homologous but functionally distinct sub-groups, the μ (MOP), δ (DOP), κ (KOP) and nociceptin (NOP) receptors. As most opioid agonists are selective but not specific, a broad spectrum of behaviours due to activation of different opioid receptors is expected. In this study, we examine whether other opioid receptor systems influenced KOP-mediated antinociception.

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
We used a tail withdrawal assay in C57Bl/6 mice to assay the antinociceptive effect of systemically administered opioid agonists with varying selectivity at KOP receptors. Pharmacological and genetic approaches were used to analyse the interactions of the other opioid receptors in modulating KOP-mediated antinociception.

KEY RESULTS
Etorphine, a potent agonist at all four opioid receptors, was not anti-nociceptive in MOP knockout (KO) mice, although etorphine is an efficacious KOP receptor agonist and specific KOP receptor agonists remain analgesic in MOP KO mice. As KOP receptor agonists are aversive, we considered KOP-mediated antinociception might be a form of stress-induced analgesia that is blocked by the anxiolytic effects of DOP receptor agonists. In support of this hypothesis, pretreatment with the DOP antagonist, naltrindole (10 mg·kg⁻¹), unmasked etorphine (3 mg·kg⁻¹) antinociception in MOP KO mice. Further, in wild-type mice, KOP-mediated antinociception by systemic U50,488H (10 mg·kg⁻¹) was blocked by pretreatment with the DOP agonist SNC80 (5 mg·kg⁻¹) and diazepam (1 mg·kg⁻¹).

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Systemic DOP receptor agonists blocked systemic KOP antinociception, and these results identify DOP receptor agonists as potential agents for reversing stress-driven addictive and depressive behaviours mediated through KOP receptor activation.

Abbreviations
CRF, corticotropin releasing factor; DOP, δ opioid; HPA, hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis; KO, knockout; KOP, κ opioid; MOP, μ opioid; NOP, nociceptin/orphanin FQ; norBNI, nor-binaltorphimine; WT, wild type
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Introduction

Three of the four classic members of the opioid receptor family, the μ (MOP), δ (DOP), κ (KOP) receptors, though structurally homologous and capable of activating many of the same second messenger pathways, regulate behaviours very differently (Kieffer and Evans, 2009; Alexander et al., 2013; Cox et al., 2014). MOP receptor agonists, such as fentanyl, are highly effective analgesics for the treatment of moderate to severe pain. These drugs also suppress respiration, induce constipation and stimulate reward circuitry (Gaveriaux-Ruff and Kieffer, 2002). Conversely, KOP receptor agonists are aversive, elicit stress and dysphoria, but do not cause respiratory depression (Wadenberg, 2003). Importantly, systemic KOP receptor agonists, like MOP receptor agonists, are analgesic in assays of acute pain such as the tail-immersion assay (Von Voigtlander and Lewis, 1982; Dortch-Carnes and Potter, 2005). Systemically administered DOP receptor agonists, unlike MOP and KOP receptor agonists, have little or no efficacy in acute pain models but are effective anxiolytics (Saitoh et al., 2004), and are analgesic in rodent models of chronic pain, where the δ agonist responses are up-regulated (Holdridge and Cahill, 2007; Pradhan et al., 2011; van Rijn et al., 2012). Furthermore, DOP receptor agonists have lower abuse liability and produce less euphoric effects than MOP receptor agonists. Accordingly, DOP receptor agonists are not self-administered, nor do they cause dependence (Negus et al., 1998; Brandt et al., 2001; Stevenson et al., 2005).

Some opioid drugs also interact with the fourth member of the opioid receptor family, the nociceptin/orphanin FQ (NOP) receptor. This opioid receptor is distinct from the other three opioid receptors already discussed in that the endogenous opioid peptides derived from pro-dynorphin, pro-enkephalin or pro-opiomelanocortin do not bind to it with high affinity (Zaki and Evans, 1998). Peptides derived from pro-nociceptin/orphanin FQ are considered the primary endogenous ligands for the NOP receptor (Meunier et al., 1995; Reinscheid et al., 1995). Systemic injection of NOP receptor agonists has been shown to effectively block the analgesic responses of MOP and KOP receptor agonists and attenuate the rewarding effects of cocaine and morphine (Mogil et al., 1996; Murphy et al., 1999; Vazquez-DeRose et al., 2013). The oripavines, buprenorphine and etorphine both activate NOP receptors, and in the case of buprenorphine, the MOP receptor-mediated analgesic efficacy in acute pain assays is compromised by co-activation of NOP receptors (Butour et al., 1997; Lutfy et al., 2003).

Opioid receptors are widely distributed throughout the peripheral nervous system and CNS, and the locations of these receptors mediate the diverse effects of opioid agonists (Le Merrer et al., 2009). All four opioid receptors are expressed in the spinal cord on overlapping populations of neurons (Minami and Satoh, 1995b; Minami et al., 1995a). In the brain, MOP, NOP and KOP receptors are expressed throughout the cortex, midbrain and hindbrain (Le Merrer et al., 2009). DOP receptors, in contrast, have a more focal distribution throughout the limbic and prefrontal brain regions (Swanson, 2000; Cahill et al., 2001; Faget et al., 2012); the anxiolytic properties of DOP receptor agonists are attributed to the activation of these receptors. Opioid agonists can produce a range of effects depending on the population of receptors targeted, and therefore route of administration and drug bioavailability are important factors when considering opioid function. Further, given that most opioid drugs are selective but not specific for one or more of the opioid receptors, the potential for complex and opposing activities due to the activation of different members of the opioid receptor family should be anticipated.

Etorphine is a highly efficacious and potent opioid that has been used to immobilize large animals such as elephants (Jainudeen, 1970). Pharmacologically, etorphine is a non-selective opioid receptor agonist with high and comparable affinities of 0.35, 1.5 and 0.1 nM for the MOP, DOP and KOP receptors, respectively (Toll et al., 1998; Li et al., 2000; Clark et al., 2006), and a weaker affinity of 530 nM at NOP receptors (Butour et al., 1997). Etorphine is highly efficacious at the MOP receptor with a maximum stimulation of 115%, and is slightly less efficacious at the DOP and NOP receptors, with maximal stimulations of 60 and 98% respectively (Xu et al., 2008). When given systemically, etorphine is 1000–10 000 times more potent than morphine as an analgesic, and historically this drug has been an important tool in probing opioid receptor pharmacology both in vivo and in vitro (Lewis and Hubsand, 2004). The current study was triggered by our observation that etorphine showed no analgesic efficacy in acute pain assays in MOP receptor knockout (KO) mice. This result was completely unexpected given that etorphine is a potent KOP receptor agonist, and selective KOP receptor agonists, such as U50,488H, remain analgesic in MOP KO mice (Kieffer and Gaveriaux-Ruff, 2002). This observation led us to
investigate the contribution of other members of the opioid receptor family into the modulation of KOP receptor-mediated antinociception.

Methods

Animals
All animal care and experimental procedures were conducted in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the UCLA Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. All studies involving animals are reported in accordance with the ARRIVE guidelines for reporting experiments involving animals (Kilkenny et al., 2010; McGrath et al., 2010). A total of 224 animals were used in the experiments described here.

Male and female MOP KO (exon 2 KO) mice and littermate wild-type (WT) controls (Matthes et al., 1996) were fully backcrossed to the C57Bl/6J line. NOP null mice (NOP-KO) (Nishi et al., 1997) were used to generate the MOP/NOP KO in house; male and female MOP and NOP heterozygotes were bred to form this strain. In experiments where both sexes were used, males and females were evenly distributed between groups, and each experimental group contained 30–60% females. For all experiments, animals were randomly assigned to control and drug treatment groups. For experiments using only WT mice, male C57Bl/6J mice were obtained from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME, USA). All experiments were performed with mice between 8 and 12 weeks of age (25–30 g). All animals were housed ventilated plastic cages in groups of four with standard bedding, main-

Experiment 1: tail withdrawal thermal nociceptive assay for etorphine and U50,488H antinociception

The dose–response curve for etorphine and U50,488H in WT and MOP KO male and female mice was determined. Antinociception was measured by the tail withdrawal assay in which animals were gently restrained by cupping animals in a soft plastic conical sleeve and 2.5 cm of the tail was immersed in 49°C water. The time to tail withdrawal was measured. After three basal measurements, separate groups of WT and MOP KO animals received escalating doses of U50,488H (0.3–10 mg·kg⁻¹, s.c.). A separate group of WT and MOP KO mice received escalating doses of etorphine (0.1 μg·kg⁻¹ to 10 mg·kg⁻¹, s.c.). The AUC was calculated for the entire dose–response curve of etorphine or U50,488H of WT and MOP KO animals and compared using a Mann–Whitney rank sum test. Differences were considered statistically significant when P < 0.05.

Experiment 2: [³⁵S]GTPγS assay

Membrane preparations were carried out as described previously (Befort et al., 2001). Whole brain from MOP/NOP KO was removed, immediately frozen in isopentane or dry ice, and stored at −80°C prior to use. Whole brain membranes were prepared by homogenizing the brain in ice-cold 0.25 M sucrose solution 10 vol (mL·g⁻¹ wet weight of tissue). Samples were then centrifuged at 11000 × g for 10 min. Supernatants were collected and diluted five times in buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4) and 1 mM EDTA, following which they were centrifuged at 25 000 × g for 30 min. The pellets were homogenized in 2 mL ice-cold sucrose solution (0.32 M), aliquoted and kept at −80°C until further use.

For [³⁵S]GTPγS binding assay, 5 μg of protein was used per well. Samples were incubated with varying concentrations of U50,488H or etorphine (10⁻⁴ to 10⁻¹² M) for 1 h at 25°C in assay buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 3 mM MgCl₂, 100 mM NaCl, 0.2 mM EGTA, 30 μM GDP and 0.1 nM [³⁵S]GTPγS. Varying concentrations of etorphine (10⁻⁴ to 10⁻¹² M) were also tested in the presence of 1 μM naltrindole and/or 1 μM norbinaltorphimine (norBNI). Incubation was terminated by rapid filtration and washing in ice-cold buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, 5 mM MgCl₂, 50 mM NaCl, pH 7.4). Bound radioactivity was quantified using a liquid scintillation counter. Non-specific binding was defined as binding in the presence of 10 μM GTPγS, and basal binding indicates binding in the absence of any agonist. Curve fitting was performed using the statistical program GraphPad Prism (La Jolla, CA, USA). U50,488H was fit with a nonlinear fit, one-site model, whereas a two-site model was performed for the etorphine binding curve. R² values were used to assess goodness of fit. EC₅₀ values were determined from pooled, fitted data (n = 3, 4 mice per group). Each data point for each mouse was the average of a triplicate, and this average was considered as n = 1. Eₘₐₓ were compared with one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test.

Experiment 3: δ receptor component to etorphine antinociception

The effect of etorphine was examined in the presence of naltrindole. Separate groups of male and female MOP KO mice were pretreated with naltrindole (10 mg·kg⁻¹, s.c.) or saline 20 min prior to etorphine (0.3–10 mg·kg⁻¹, s.c.). Tail withdrawal latencies were measured 40 min after injection (as described in experiment 2). Differences in untransformed withdrawal latencies between naltrindole and saline-treated animals were compared with a two-way repeated measures ANOVA. In addition, %MPE between groups was compared by calculating the AUC for the entire dose-response of etorphine and compared with a Mann–Whitney rank sum test.
Next, male MOP KO mice were injected with etorphine (3 mg·kg⁻¹, s.c.) or vehicle and the time to tail withdrawal was measured 40 min after injection. A second group of male MOP KO mice was pretreated with the DOP antagonist, naltrindole (10 mg·kg⁻¹, s.c.), 20 min prior to etorphine injection and tested as above. A third group was pretreated with the KOP receptor antagonist, JDTic (10 mg·kg⁻¹, s.c.), 24 h before testing and naltrindole (10 mg·kg⁻¹, s.c.) 20 min prior to etorphine injection. %MPE was compared with a Kruskal–Wallis test. Differences were considered significant when \( P < 0.05 \). Finally, the dose–response effect of naltrindole in the presence of etorphine (3 mg·kg⁻¹, s.c.) was examined. Separate groups of animals were treated with naltrindole (5–40 mg·kg⁻¹, s.c.) 20 min prior to etorphine injection. Tail withdrawal responses were measured 40 min after injection.

Experiment 4: activation of δ receptor agonists during U50,488H antinociception
Male WT mice were injected with U50,488H (10 mg·kg⁻¹, s.c.) and the time to tail withdrawal (as described in experiment 2) was measured every 20 min for an hour. A separate group of animals was pretreated with SNC80, a DOP receptor antagonist (5 mg·kg⁻¹, s.c.), or saline 20 min prior to U50,488H injection. A third group was pretreated with diazepam (1 mg·kg⁻¹, s.c.) or vehicle (20% EtOH) 20 min prior to U50,488H injection and tested as above. The AUC for both the vehicle and SNC80 or diazepam-treated animals was calculated for the entire time period of testing (0–60 min) and compared using a Mann–Whitney rank sum test.

Experiment 5: forced swim test
For the stress-induced analgesia test, male WT mice were forced to swim in 30°C water for 10 min. Mice were placed in an acrylic glass cylinder (18 cm in diameter, 36 cm high) filled halfway with water kept at a constant temperature by a circulating heater. Ten minutes prior to the swim test, animals were administered with SNC80 (5 mg·kg⁻¹, s.c.) or vehicle. Animals were then forced to swim for 10 min after which they were placed in a standard mouse cage lined with paper towels for 1 min. Tail withdrawal latencies were measured immediately after as described above. Results were compared using a Mann–Whitney rank sum test.

Data analysis
Results are shown as means ± SEM. Means were compared, as shown for each set of results, by a Mann–Whitney Rank sum test, the Kruskal–Wallis test or with one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test. Differences were considered significant when \( P < 0.05 \).

Materials
U50,488H hydrochloride, naltrindole hydrochloride, SNC80 and diazepam were purchased from R & D Systems (Minneapolis, MN, USA). Etorphine hydrochloride, JDTic hydrochloride (KOP receptor antagonist) and J113397 hydrochloride (NOP receptor antagonist) were kindly provided by the National Institute on Drug Abuse Drug Supply Program (Research Triangle Institute, Research Triangle Park, NC, USA). All drugs were dissolved in saline (0.9% sodium chloride), with the exception of diazepam, which was dissolved in 20% ethanol in water, and given by s.c. or i.p. injection (0.3 mL per injection).

Results
Etorphine blocks U50,488H antinociception in MOP KO mice
U50,488H and etorphine antinociception was measured using the tail withdrawal assay in WT, MOP KO and MOP/NOP KO mice. Baseline tail withdrawal latencies were not significantly different between genotype or sex (Supporting Information Table S1). No significant differences between U50,488H and etorphine antinociception were observed between WT, MOP KO or MOP/NOP KO mice (Supporting Information Fig. S1). While U50,488H antinociception tended to be higher in the males, no significant differences were found (two-way ANOVA; \( F_{(3,73)} = 1.91 \), \( P > 0.05 \), \( F_{(genotype,2,73)} = 0.78 \), \( P > 0.05 \), \( F_{(interaction,2,73)} = 0.23 \), \( P > 0.05 \)).

We then compared the effect of pretreatment with etorphine (10 mg·kg⁻¹, s.c.) and/or the NOP receptor antagonist J113397 (10 mg·kg⁻¹, s.c.) on U50,488H (10 mg·kg⁻¹, s.c.) antinociception in WT and MOP KO mice 40 min after U50,488H injection (Figure 1C). First, the NOP receptor antagonist J113397 (10 mg·kg⁻¹, s.c.) did not alter U50,488H-mediated antinociception (expressed as %MPE) in MOP KO mice. U50,488H antinociception was significantly attenuated when MOP KO mice were treated with etorphine when compared with a Kruskal–Wallis test (Figure 1C, \( F_{(3,118)} = 69.84 \), \( P < 0.0001 \)). Pretreatment with J113397 had no effect on etorphine inhibition of U50,488H antinociception. These experiments were repeated in male and female MOP/NOP KO mice. Similar to the MOP KO mice, etorphine (10 mg·kg⁻¹, s.c.) blocked U50,488H (10 mg·kg⁻¹, s.c.) antinociception in MOP/NOP KO animals (Figure 1D, \( U = 0.0 \), \( P < 0.001 \)).

Both U50,488H and etorphine are efficacious agonists at the KOP receptor
The efficacy at KOP receptors of two opioid agonists, U50,488H and etorphine, was measured in the GTP\(^{\gamma}\)S assay (Figure 2). All experiments were performed on brain tissue from MOP/NOP KO animals. U50,588H binding was best fit with a single curve indicative of a one-site binding model (Figure 2A, \( R^2 = 0.68 \)). Etorphine, a non-specific opioid agonist, showed a bimodal activity profile indicative of two binding sites (DOP and KOP receptor binding) (Figure 2B, \( R^2 = 0.64 \) for two-site model vs. \( R^2 = 0.56 \) for one-site model). When etorphine-stimulated GTP\(^{\gamma}\)S binding was performed in the presence of the DOP receptor antagonist, naltrindole, a single curve representative of the activity at KOP receptors was found (Figure 2C, \( R^2 = 0.72 \)). Remaining etorphine activity was confirmed to be due to activity at KOP receptors by performing etorphine-stimulated GTP\(^{\gamma}\)S binding in the presence of the KOP receptor antagonist, norBNI (Figure 2D; \( R^2 = 0.34 \)). Etorphine showed no detectable GTP\(^{\gamma}\)S binding in the
The EC$_{50}$ of etorphine at the KOP and DOP receptors was calculated to be 0.07 and 134 nM respectively. E$_{\text{max}}$ values between the specific KOP receptor agonist U50,488H and etorphine in the presence of naltrindole were not significantly different. The E$_{\text{max}}$ value of etorphine at DOP receptors was significantly higher than etorphine activity at KOP receptors (Figure 2E; one-way ANOVA, $F_{(2,12)} = 6.43$, $P < 0.01$).

**DOP receptor antagonist reveals etorphine antinociception in MOP KO mice**

In order to test whether etorphine activity at DOP receptors blocked KOP receptor-mediated antinociception, the tail withdrawal test was performed with etorphine in the presence or absence of the DOP receptor antagonist, naltrindole. Male and female MOP KO mice treated with etorphine (0.3–10 mg·kg$^{-1}$, s.c.) showed no antinociception; however, male mice pretreated with naltrindole (10 mg·kg$^{-1}$, s.c.) revealed a significant etorphine antinociception. The AUC calculated for the etorphine dose–response curve was significantly greater in mice pretreated with naltrindole when compared with a Mann–Whitney rank sum test (Figure 3A; $U = 0.0$, $P < 0.01$). Similarly, a significant difference in the etorphine dose–response curves of non-transformed tail withdrawal latencies (in seconds) between naltrindole and saline-pretreated male MOP KO mice was found (Supporting Information Fig. S2; $F_{\text{interaction}}(4,32) = 3.53$, $P < 0.02$, $F_{\text{etorphine}}(4,32) = 2.67$, $P = 0.05$, $F_{\text{pretreatment}}(1,8) = 3.4$, $P > 0.05$). This effect was not observed in female MOP KO mice (Supporting Information Fig. S2). Treatment with etorphine significantly attenuated U50,488H antinociception response in MOP KO mice when compared with a Mann–Whitney rank sum test ($n = 3–15$). Error bars = SEM., $**P < 0.001$.

**DOP receptor agonist blocks U50,488H-mediated antinociception**

In order to further explore whether activity at the DOP receptor can modulate KOP receptor-mediated antinociception, U50,488H antinociception was determined in the presence or absence of the DOP receptor agonist U50,488H, in male and female MOP/NOP KO mice treated with or without etorphine (10 mg·kg$^{-1}$, s.c.) 20 min prior to U50,488H injection. Pretreatment with etorphine significantly attenuated U50,488H antinociception response in MOP/NOP KO mice when compared with a Mann–Whitney rank sum test ($n = 15–20$ per group). Error bars = SEM., $**P < 0.001$.

Figure 1

Etorphine interferes with U50,488H-mediated antinociception. (A) Male and female WT and MOP KO mice injected with escalating doses of U50,488H show that KOP receptor-mediated antinociception is not significantly different between genotype. Inset: the AUC was calculated for the entire dose range and was not significantly different between genotypes when compared with a Mann–Whitney rank sum test ($n = 21$ per group). %MPE = per cent maximum possible effect. n.s. = not significant, error bars = SEM. (B) Male and female WT and MOP KO mice injected with escalating doses of etorphine showed that etorphine antinociception was abolished in MOP KO animals. Inset: the AUC was calculated for the entire dose range and was significantly reduced in MOP KO animals when compared with the Mann–Whitney rank sum test ($n = 8–9$ per group). Error bars = SEM., $***P > 0.0001$. (C) Bar graph showing U50,488H (10 mg·kg$^{-1}$, s.c.) antinociception 40 min after injection in WT and MOP KO mice treated with etorphine (10 mg·kg$^{-1}$, s.c.) and/or J11397 (10 mg·kg$^{-1}$, s.c.) 20 min prior to U50,488H injection. Pretreatment with etorphine significantly attenuated U50,488H antinociception response in MOP KO mice when compared with a Kruskal–Wallis multiple comparison test ($n = 15–20$ per group). Error bars = SEM., $***P < 0.001$. (D) Bar graph showing U50,488H (U50; 10 mg·kg$^{-1}$, s.c.) antinociception 40 min after injection in male and female MOP/NOP KO mice treated with or without etorphine (10 mg·kg$^{-1}$, s.c.) 20 min prior to U50,488H injection. Pretreatment with etorphine significantly attenuated U50,488H antinociception response in MOP/NOP KO mice when compared with a Mann–Whitney rank sum test ($n = 3–15$). Error bars = SEM., $***P < 0.001$. The EC$_{50}$ of etorphine at the KOP and DOP receptors was calculated to be 0.07 and 134 nM respectively. E$_{\text{max}}$ values between the specific KOP receptor agonist U50,488H and etorphine in the presence of naltrindole were not significantly different. The E$_{\text{max}}$ value of etorphine at DOP receptors was significantly higher than etorphine activity at KOP receptors (Figure 2E; one-way ANOVA, $F_{(2,12)} = 6.43$, $P < 0.01$).
absence of the DOP receptor agonist, SNC80. WT male C57Bl/6j mice treated with U50,488H (10 mg·kg\(^{-1}\), s.c.) alone showed a robust analgesic response over 1 h. Pretreatment with SNC80 (5 mg·kg\(^{-1}\), s.c.) significantly attenuated the U50,488H-mediated analgesic response (expressed as %MPE), 40 min after U50,488H injection (Figure 4A, \(U = 0.0, P < 0.02\)), lending further credence to the idea that activity at the DOP receptor interferes with KOP receptor-mediated antinociception.

Diazepam blocks U50,488H-mediated antinociception

Activity at the DOP receptor is known to have anxiolytic effects and mice lacking DOP receptors have anxiogenic and depressive-like phenotypes (Filliol et al., 2000; Broom et al., 2002; Saitoh et al., 2004; Perrine et al., 2006). In order to test whether the interference of KOP receptor-mediated antinociception by a DOP receptor agonist was due to an anxiolytic effect, the effects of another non-opioid anxiolytic agent, diazepam, on U50,488H antinociception were tested using the tail withdrawal assay. As above, U50,488H (10 mg·kg\(^{-1}\), s.c.) alone induced robust antinociception over 1 h. Pretreatment with diazepam (1 mg·kg\(^{-1}\), i.p.) significantly attenuated U50,488H-mediated antinociception (Figure 4B, \(U = 0.0, P < 0.001\)). This provides further support for the hypothesis that etorphine activity at the DOP receptor engages an anxiolytic response that inhibits KOP receptor antinociception.

**DOP receptor agonist blocks stress-induced analgesia**

Given the hypothesis that activation of the DOP receptor may be inhibiting KOP receptor-mediated antinociception...
through an anxiolytic mechanism, we confirmed that the dose of SNC80 used in the previous experiments could block classical stress-induced analgesia induced by a forced swim test. Animals forced to swim in 30°C water for 10 min showed a robust stress-induced analgesia (Figure 5); this effect has previously been shown to be mediated by KOP receptor activation in this specific behavioural paradigm (McLaughlin et al., 2003). SNC80 (5 mg·kg\(^{-1}\), s.c.) administered 20 min prior to the stress test significantly attenuated this antinociception (%MPE; \(U = 7, P < 0.05\)). These results confirm that SNC80 significantly attenuates KOP receptor-mediated stress-induced analgesia, and provides further evidence that DOP receptor co-activation can block KOP receptor-mediated antinociception by interfering with the stress response.

**Discussion**

The present study demonstrates that systemic administration of etorphine, a mixed agonist at MOP, DOP, KOP and NOP receptors, loses its analgesic efficacy in the MOP KO mouse. This result is intriguing because KOP receptor-mediated antinociception is intact in MOP KO mice. This observation led us to hypothesize that etorphine activity at NOP receptors may be interfering with the expression of etorphine antinociception in MOP KO mice, based on prior reports that activation of the NOP receptor engages anti-opioid mechanisms (Mogil et al., 1996; Murphy et al., 1999; Vazquez-DeRose et al., 2013). While etorphine affinity for NOP receptors is lower than the other opioid receptor classes, it has been shown to effectively compete with tritiated nociceptin, the endogenous ligand for NOP receptors (Butour et al., 1997).

However, etorphine antinociception was not revealed in the presence of a NOP receptor antagonist (Figure 1C) or in MOP/NOP KO animals (Figure 1D). These results argued against the hypothesis that etorphine antinociception is inhibited by activity at the NOP receptors in the MOP KO animals, and led us to examine whether the mixed activity at the DOP and KOP receptors may explain the absence of etorphine antinociception in MOP KO mice.

The possibility that etorphine antinociception was being masked by DOP receptor activity was supported by the finding that MOP KO mice pretreated with the DOP receptor antagonist naltrindole had significant, albeit low, etorphine antinociception that could be blocked by the KOP receptor antagonist JDTic. This result suggested that etorphine activity...
at both KOP and DOP receptors could have opposing effects on antinociception in the tail withdrawal assay. In support of this premise, pretreatment with a DOP receptor agonist, SNC80, blocked the antinociception of a specific KOP receptor agonist, U50,488H. These data explain the lack of analgesic activity of etorphine in the MOP KO mice and attribute the finding to DOP receptor blockade of KOP receptor-mediated antinociception.

Etorphine is a highly potent, non-selective agonist with nanomolar binding affinities at the KOP, DOP and MOP receptors (Toll et al., 1998). However, based upon the GTP$\gamma$S performed in the present study, etorphine has considerably greater potency at KOP than DOP receptors in mouse brain tissue. A study using C6 cells expressing DOP receptors found the etorphine EC$_{50}$ to be around 10 nM (Lee et al., 1999), while the etorphine EC$_{50}$ in CHO-FLAG-hKOP cells (expressing the human KOP receptor) was found to have a sub-nanomolar EC$_{50}$ of etorphine (Li et al., 2003). In our study, we found the high affinity site of etorphine (0.07 nM) in MOP/NOP KO brain tissue to be blocked by the KOP receptor antagonist, norBNI, and the low affinity site (134 nM) to be blocked by the DOP receptor antagonist, naltrindole. The pharmacology confirmed the assignment of KOP and DOP receptor contributions to the etorphine-stimulated GTP$\gamma$S binding but the high potency for etorphine for the KOP receptor site was unanticipated.

Despite using several doses of naltrindole and etorphine, etorphine in the presence of naltrindole never produced an antinociceptive effect above 15% MPE in male MOP KO mice. This is contrast to U50,488H-stimulated antinociception, which was closer to 60% MPE. It is possible that these differences in antinociceptive effects are due to differences in ligand efficacy for KOP receptor signalling resulting in antinociception. Differences in KOP receptor-mediated antinociception between KOP receptor agonists have been reported. For example, U69,593 was found to produce a more robust maximum analgesic response compared to U50,488H (95% vs. 60% MPE) (Smith and French, 2002). Furthermore, there is
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**Figure 4**

Anxiolytics block systemic KOP receptor-mediated antinociception. (A) Time course of U50,488H (10 mg·kg$^{-1}$, s.c.) antinociception in male WT mice pretreated with or without the DOP receptor agonist, SNC80 (5 mg·kg$^{-1}$, s.c.). Inset: bar graph representing AUC for U50,488H antinociception from 0 to 60 min after injection. SNC80 pretreatment significantly attenuated KOP receptor-mediated antinociception when compared with a Mann–Whitney rank sum test ($n = 6$ per group). (B) Time course of U50,488H antinociception in WT mice treated with or without diazepam (1 mg·kg$^{-1}$). Inset: bar graph representing the AUC for U50,488H antinociception from 0 to 60 min after injection. Diazepam significantly attenuated the KOP receptor-mediated analgesia when compared with a Mann–Whitney rank sum test ($n = 5$ per group). %MPE = per cent maximum possible effect, error bars = SEM, ***$P < 0.001$, **$P < 0.01$. 
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given that all behavioural experiments were performed with systemic drug injection, the specificity of the drugs used is important to consider. U50,488H is a highly selective KOP receptor agonist. It has a binding affinity in the nanomolar range at KOP receptors, with 100- to 1000-fold weaker binding affinity for MOP and DOP receptors respectively (Payza, 2003). Further, U50,488H activity is completely absent in KOP KO animals (Simonin et al., 1998). Given that U50,488H-mediated antinociception was not significantly different between WT and MOP KO animals (Figure 2A) suggests that activity at the MOP receptor is negligible at the doses of U50,488H used in the present study. SNC80 has greater than 1000-fold selectivity for DOP over MOP and KOP receptors in binding assays and is specific when tested in the DOP KO mice (Knapp et al., 1996; Dondio et al., 1997). Likewise, norBNI, JDTic and naltrindole show specificity for KOP and DOP receptors, respectively, based on assessment in receptor KO animals (Payza, 2003; Carroll et al., 2004). So while the systemic administration of these drugs has the risk of off-target effects at other opioid receptors, the specificity of the drugs selected (with the exception of etorphine) lends confidence to the assertion that behavioural effects are due to specific activity at the assigned receptor.

We next considered the locus of purported interaction between the DOP and KOP receptors and possible explanations as to why DOP receptor agonists may block systemic KOP receptor-mediated analgesia. While KOP receptors are found throughout the peripheral nervous system and CNS (Minami et al., 1993), most of the analgesic efficacy of systemically administered KOP receptor agonists is mediated through central targets. Systemic U50,488H (which readily crosses the blood–brain barrier) produces a strong antinociceptive effect, but peripherally restricted KOP receptor agonists do not (Stein et al., 1989; Barber et al., 1994). Therefore, we can assume that the antinociceptive action of systemic U50,488H is mediated by centrally located KOP receptors. Activation of KOP receptors can produce antinociception in the classical opioid sense by inhibiting nociceptive pathways in the spinal cord and brain. They also can produce antinociception indirectly by stimulating the release of corticotrophin-releasing factor (CRF). Injection of KOP receptor agonists stimulates the release of CRF and glucocorticoids (Buckingham and Cooper, 1986; Iyengar et al., 1986). Injection of KOP receptor agonists produces anxiety/dysphoria, and activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and KOP receptor-stimulated release of CRF are thought to mediate these effects. In addition to anxiety, activation of the HPA axis and release of CRF is involved in stress-induced analgesia (Filaretov et al., 1996; Schafer et al., 1996; Butler and Finn, 2009). Injection of exogenous CRF causes analgesic effects in humans and animals (Hargreaves et al., 1987; Mousa et al., 2003). Therefore, a component of KOP receptor-mediated antinociception is mediated by an engagement of non-nociceptive, stress pathways.

DOP receptors are found throughout the peripheral nervous system, spinal cord and brain (Mansour et al., 1995; Cahill et al., 2001; Pradhan and Clarke, 2005; Le Merrer et al., 2009; Pradhan et al., 2011). Intrathecal injection of DOP receptor agonists is analgesic, while systemic injection is not, suggesting different populations of receptors are targeted.
depending on route of administration. In the spinal cord, KOP and DOP receptor agonists injected intrathecally synergized to produce an elevated antinociceptive response, while a DOP receptor agonist injected into the cerebral ventricles blocked systemic KOP receptor-mediated antinociception (Miaskowski et al., 1990). In the present study, systemically injected δ agonists were found to interfere with KOP receptor-mediated antinociception (Figure 4), and suggest that supraspinally injected δ agonists interfere with KOP receptor-mediated antinociception in this study. While systemic administration of DOP receptor agonists has minimal analgesia, they do possess strong anxiolytic and antidepressant effects (Saitoh et al., 2004; Perrine et al., 2006). These properties are thought to be mediated by the limbic and prelimbic brain regions, an area in which DOP receptors are highly expressed. We propose that it is the anxiolytic effects of DOP receptors that interfere with the KOP receptor-mediated stress-induced analgesia, and may be why systemic DOP receptor agonists block U50,488H antinociception (Figure 4). To test this hypothesis, stress-induced analgesia was generated via a forced swim test in 30°C water over 10 min; a paradigm previously shown to induce a KOP receptor-dependent analgesic response (McLaughlin et al., 2003). This is in contrast to other forced swim test paradigms lasting shorter time periods and colder water temperatures that have been shown to be non-KOP receptor-dependent (Kitchen and Pinker, 1990; Contet et al., 2006). We found that pretreatment with SNC80 effectively blocked the stress-induced analgesia in this paradigm. We also found that diazepam, a non-opioid anxiolytic agent, was able to block U50,488H antinociception in a manner similar to SNC80 (Figure 4). Dose of diazepam in mice was shown not to be analgesic on its own (Rosland et al., 1997). This result is supported by previous studies that found diazepam inhibits U50,488H antinociception and conditioned place aversion (Leri and Franklin, 2000; Nemerani and Ramara, 2002). It is also in contrast with MOP receptor-mediated antinociception that is reportedly potentiated by benzodiazepines under certain conditions, most likely through a spinal mechanism (Luger et al., 1995). Collectively, these results provide further evidence that activation of the DOP receptors blocks KOP receptor-mediated antinociception via an anxiolytic mechanism. The involvement of KOP receptors in the limbic brain in mediating stress-induced analgesia (Knoll and Carlezon, 2010), and the colocalization of DOP and KOP receptors in this brain region (Le Merret et al., 2009), identifies it as a likely locus of interaction between these two receptors. The precise location of interaction between DOP and KOP receptors at these supraspinal sites remains to be described.

These results suggest that systemically administered KOP receptor agonists produce antinociception through a stress-induced mechanism, which can be blocked by distinct classes of anxiolytics, including DOP receptor agonists. Given the strong aversive properties of KOP receptor agonists and the anxiolytic effects of DOP agonists mediated by receptors in the limbic and prelimbic brain, we submit that DOP and KOP receptors contribute to stress-induced analgesia and anxiety in an opposing manner. This study further supports DOP receptor agonists as potential therapeutic agents to reverse KOP receptor-mediated behaviours relating to stress.
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